THE UNSOLVED MYSTERIES-AATMANN EDITION
Rapporteur: Yajushi Patel

28 Nov. 2019: The event ‘The Unsolved Mysteries- Aatmann Edition’ was conducted to attract
vivacious young students who have interest in mysteries and thrillers, and acquaint them with the
world of Criminal Psychology. The event was organised on 28th of November 2019 from 4 to 6 am.
The participants were asked to register on a link that was circulated by the publicity team but on spot
registrations were also facilitated. Four teams participated in the event. So, a total of twenty
participants played the game. The gist of the mystery solving game was that the participants in teams
of 5 were asked to find out who the murderer was by questioning the suspects and reading the brief
report of the crime. There were two mysteries to be solved and each murder mystery was given a time
of 50 minutes. Keeping in mind that the event would have to go seamlessly in order to not be chaotic,
the team worked with absolute discipline. The atmosphere was crackling with mystery and questions.
The participants had immense fun and they really enjoyed the event. The Winners were Param,
Chirayu, Eshavi, Pawani & Khushi, who belonged to Team 4. Each member won coupons of
Crossword worth Rs. 250. The Runner Ups were Jayrudraraj, Harshil, Parth, Pratik & Krishna who
were part of Team 1. They won Crossword coupons worth Rs. 100
This event was intricately linked with psychology in a sense that it challenged capricious young minds
to do what they yearned. Not only did this activity facilitate synchronization of the minds of the
participants in the same group but it also challenged the participants to go deeper and think different.
This event enabled the participants to broaden their perspectives and thinking skills as it involved
going into the brain of the suspects. It also required them to push their imaginations and come up with
possible connections and nuances that they might have missed earlier. The participants had to be
nimble and cunning at the same time.

The four suspects
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Detectives in making!
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